POTENTIAL OF IMPROVING BLOOD COMPATIBILITY OF BIOMATERIALS BY COATING DIAMOND-LIKE CARBON FILM
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Introduction

Blood compatibility is a critical property of blood contacting biomaterials. Improving the surface characteristics of materials toward to modify the behavior of anticoagulation of the materials has been developed since last decade. Diamond-like carbon (DLC) films have received much attention owing to their properties such as higher hardness, good thermal conductivity, excellent corrosion resistance against chemicals, abrasion resistance and good biocompatibility. Some attempts have been made to adopt DLC films as coating material for improving blood compatibility of biomaterials, and which even has been expected as 21 century’s blood contacting material 1. But up to now some problems have not be entirely solved. The first is the lower adhesion strength between DLC film and the matrix material. The traditional applied biomaterials such as titanium, stainless steel and TiNi alloy etc. possess higher thermal expansion coefficient (α), and for DLC films the value of α is much lower, thermal mismatch as well as intrinsic stress easily cause the DLC film be peeled from metal matrix 2. So some conventional synthesis methods such as plasma enhanced vapor deposition (PECVD) shown lower adhesion ability of DLC film on metal materials. The second is that the potential of blood compatibility of the DLC films is still not very clear, in many case authors compared the blood compatibility of their synthesized DLC films with titanium and declared that the films were better than titanium in some extent. Few of papers compared blood compatibility of the DLC films with low temperature isotropic pyrolytic carbon LTIC which have been regarded as the clinic applied best blood contacting material for artificial heart valves. The last decade developed film synthesis process such as ion beam enhanced deposition (IBED), filtered arc deposition (FAD) and plasma immersion ion implantation and deposition (PIIID) have improved the binding strength of the films on matrix materials due to higher energy of the deposition ions or particles about from several ten eV to several ten thousands eV, while in the case of traditional PECVD process the energy of the
deposition particles is only several eV. But IBED process is not very suitable for deposition films on medical device because of the line-of-sight feature. It is proved that higher hardness and higher sp3 bonds content can be achieved with ions energy about 100 eV in FAD process. But in this case the intrinsic stress is higher and the film thickness has to be limited lower than several hundred nm, and the film is still easily peeled. PIIID process has combined the advantage of IBED of a large variable energy range and macro particle free of FAD, it should represent one of the most advanced DLC fabrication technique for deposition on biomaterials.

**Experimental**

In our earlier work, we had deposited DLC films using IBED method and it shown that the blood compatibility of the films was lower than LTIC. In the present work, DLC films were synthesized using PIII process. Carbon plasma was ignited from graphite cathode by pulsed triggering and transported through a curved magnetic duct and deposited on the sample surface, macro-particles were eliminated by the curved magnetic filter duct. Pulsed voltage from 100 to several ten thousands voltage was applied on the sample stage to control the film structure and the binding strength of the films on titanium surface. To obtain better adhesion strength of the films, 20 and 5 thousands voltage with the frequency of 10000 Hz and pulse wide of 20 µs was in turn applied to the sample stage during the first 10 minutes and then the pulse voltage was decreased to 100 V. The DLC film with the thickness of about 400 nm measured by profile meter was obtained. For comparing, DLC film deposited without high voltage applied on the samples was also performed. The base pressure of synthesis was 9×10^4 Pa.

**Results and discussion**

After synthesis, it was observed that DLC film was peeled from sample surface if only -100 voltage was applied on samples during the synthesis process. While -20 and -5 kilo voltage were applied in turn on the sample stag at first 5 and second 5 minute the DLC film maintained tightly on titanium even the samples were immersed into liquid CO2 and liquid nitrogen. Nano-scratch test shown the adhesion strength was as high as 60 mN. Alpha step profilemeter measurement shows that the roughness (Ra) of uncoated and DLC film coated titanium was 231 ± 77 nm and 240 ± 81nm respectively. After DLC film coating the surface roughness was almost unchanged.

Fig.1 shows the Raman spectra between 1000 cm⁻¹ and 1800 cm⁻¹ for DLC film, the Raman Spectra of amorphous hydrogen free DLC film exhibit a broad asymmetric peak. This peak can be approximated by two
Gaussians at about 1350 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1550 cm\(^{-1}\) (the so called D and G lines). It is typically Raman spectrum contain some fourfold coordinated bonds (sp\(^3\)) with disorder 5.

It could be estimated that the number of platelet on NiTi is over one order of that on DLC and LTI carbon. So the interaction of platelet of our synthesized DLC film is the same level as LTI carbon and is much better than TiNi alloy which has been adopted as bimaterial such as stents.

During the DLC synthesis process the higher negative pulse voltage applied on sample stage is very effectively to improve adhesion strength of the film on titanium. According to the calculation of projected range, carbon ions can be implanted in to titanium in the distance about 10 to 40 nm from surface when 5 to 20 kilo-voltage negative pulse were applied on titanium samples. Which lead to form gradient transition in the upper surface layer between film and matrix and the strongly binging of the film to the transitional layer can be achieved at the atomic level. The process may also modulate the change of thermal expansion coefficient from DLC film to matrix gradually. This is a important advantage of DLC synthesis process of PIII comparing with other technology.
Although some works have been done to investigate blood compatibility of DLC films, but very few of them has deal with the mechanism of the behavior of DLC film interaction with blood. We suggest that the semiconductive nature of DLC film may be a factor contribute to its blood compatibility. It has been proved that at the preliminary step of blood coagulation some proteins such as fibrinogen adsorbed on materials and transfer its charges into material will lead to denaturation of the proteins and causeed further cascade reaction of blood coagulation. Fibrinogen possess a semiconductive nature with a band gap of 1.8 eV, it has been reported that the band gap of DLC ranges from about 0.38 eV to 2.7 eV and the band gap will increase with sp3 bond content. In our case the higher sp3 content and also a larger band gap of the DLC film than that of fibrinogen can be estimated because the energy applied on material was -100 V after first 10 minute implantation and deposition. When DLC film was contacted with fibrinogen, the valence band and conduction band of fibrinogen are located in the band gap of DLC, and the charge transfer process from fibrinogen to the materials can be inhibited. The further research will be performed to prove this hypothesis.

**Conclusion**

DLC film with higher adhesion strength on titanium was obtained by means of plasma immersion ion implantation and deposition process. Higher pulsed voltage applied on samples is responsible for improving the adhesion strength. The DLC film possess a much better interaction behavior to platelet comparing with TiNi alloy, and is as good as LTI carbon.
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